
July 02, 2021

Gen. Wayne Monteith
Associate Administrator for Commercial Space Transportation Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20591

RE: Comments on the FAA FEIS for a proposed “Spaceport Camden” in Camden County, GA

Dear General Monteith,

The FAA’s Spaceport Camden Final EIS is not an objective evaluation of the proposed "Spaceport
Camden" -- it is a rationalization to justify a predetermined outcome.

This EIS is unlike any other the FAA has prepared for other sites, raising obvious questions about the
integrity and the legality of your agency’s actions.

Launching rockets is not the only activity protected by US law; generations of Americans see great value
in protecting our natural heritage, and National Parks are widely recognized as “America’s Best Idea.”
Despite this, your agency has formulated a process, warped an EIS, and cherry-picked information to
ensure this project moves forward.

The phased concurrence process that has been developed to meet the desire to approve this project
allows the County to provide GDNR with information to make decisions as it moves through development
and operation phases; cumulative environmental impact long-term operation of Spaceport Camden
cannot be accurately assessed under the parameters provided.

The true, long-term implications of this project -- for the Georgia coast and Cumberland Island National
Seashore -- cannot be understood with this approach.

Beyond this issue, there are these important FEIS violations:
● The FEIS violates 1964 Wilderness Act
● The FEIS fails NEPA's Purpose and Need Evaluation
● The FEIS violates NEPA Environmental Safety Requirements
● Mitigation is not Protection

FEIS Violates the 1964 Wilderness Act
President Ronald Reagan signed legislation adding the Cumberland Island Wilderness to the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) in 1982, acknowledging and directly addressing its complicated
history and unique protection challenges. See The Ronald Reagan Presidential Library Archive:
“Statement on Signing a Bill Concerning the Cumberland Island Wilderness Area September 9, 1982”.

If President Reagan, Congress, and the American public had meant to allow new, non-conforming
degradation to the Cumberland Wilderness, they would have simply designated Cumberland Island as a
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national seashore and stopped there. They certainly wouldn't have undergone the controversial and
consequential step of formal, congressional Wilderness designation.

We will not allow your agency to use Cumberland's complicated past as an opportunity to redefine, or
limit, the Wilderness Act's power to prevent future non-conforming uses. Wilderness designation affords
Cumberland Island Wilderness and Potential Wilderness full protection by the NWPS, and specifically
from threats of non-conforming use.

The FEIS details numerous ways that Spaceport Camden will impose new constraints and degradation,
both permanent and periodically-recurring. It concludes these added trammels must be accepted because
Cumberland is not “pristine wilderness” or because they are “temporary”. There is no justification for
imposing new, non-conforming use; it doesn’t matter how rare or temporary the intrusions are.

It is helpful to revisit the Eastern Wilderness Act here (Public Law 93-622) was established for
“…an urgent need to identify, study, designate, and preserve areas” … because “additional areas
of wilderness in the more populous eastern half of the United States are increasingly threatened
by the pressures of a growing and more mobile population, large-scale industrial and economic
growth, and development and uses inconsistent with the protection, maintenance, and
enhancement of the areas' wilderness character.”

The FEIS further undermines the core of the Wilderness Act by illegally adding the qualifier, “essentially.”
It purposely and divisively “defines” untrammeled as: “Untrammeled. Wilderness is essentially unhindered
and free from the actions of modern human control or manipulation (3.0).

FEIS Fails Purpose and Need Evaluation
The rocket launches proposed for Spaceport Camden can be launched elsewhere; the resources of
Cumberland Island, and its value as a barrier island Wilderness, cannot be found anywhere else.

The 50-year-old small rocket launch industry is still trying to figure out where it is going, and ‘speculative
economic development’ is not an exception to the protections provided by the Congressional mandates
establishing Cumberland Island or its Wilderness.

ES.1.1 Camden County Board of Commissioners Purpose and Need read as follows and are clearly
contradictory:

“The purpose of the County’s proposal is to enhance Camden County’s economic diversification
through the construction and operation of a commercial space launch site. “

“The proposed commercial space launch site is needed to enhance the County’s economic
diversification, ...”

ES.1.2 FAA’s Purpose and Need read as follows:
“The purpose of FAA action in connection with the County’s proposal is ...for oversight of
commercial space launch activities, including issuing Launch Site Operator Licenses for the
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operation of commercial space launch sites, and Vehicle Operator Licenses to operate
expendable and reusable orbital and suborbital launch vehicles.”

“The need for the FAA action of issuing a Launch Site Operator License and Vehicle Operator
Licenses ...(is) to protect the public health and (1.) safety, safety of property, and national security
and foreign policy interests of the United States and to (2.) encourage, facilitate, and promote
commercial space launch and reentry activities by the private sector in order to strengthen and
expand U.S. space transportation infrastructure.”

2.3.1.1 Launch Site Selection Criteria
“Primary Criteria: The site must be located in Camden County, Georgia.”

The FEIS has interpreted this guidance to allow one county's desires to undermine national
environmental goals, break laws, and degrade national public-trust assets, because it's the only land in
that one county available to pursue that county's economic proposal, NOT the only place that could
satisfy national needs without endangering Cumberland Island National Seashore and Wilderness.

If there's a FAA or DOT need for another commercial spaceport, alternatives to meet that need must be
considered from a national perspective. Spaceport Camden sets a terrifying precedent: no national,
protected, public-trust lands will remain if every county in the country decides they, too, “must” violate
their public lands to satisfy their county's perceived economic purpose or need.

For Spaceport Camden, there’s no guarantee -- even according to the project’s own FEIS:
“Based on Socioeconomic analysis and given the scope of the proposed Spaceport, the proposed
action would not be expected to induce substantial economic growth, either directly or indirectly.
Potential growth in the area associated with the proposed spaceport would be expected to be
moderate but the extent of resultant potential growth is speculative.” (4-103)

In the last decade, more than half of the licensed US spaceports have never had a licensed launch.
Active spaceport and launch provider operators have expressed concern that your agency has licensed
sites that may never host a launch (U.S. Government Accountability Office).

The FEIS details that four (4) alternative sites were considered for Spaceport Camden. Not even one of
the four sites evaluated were available options; they were included only as a matter of process.

Cumberland Island National Seashore and Little Cumberland Island were obviously never available. The
Ceylon property was owned by the Open Space Institute (which is now a Georgia Wildlife Management
Area).

Finally, the former Gilman Mill property has no site that meets the requirement of being at least 2,600 feet
from existing residences; would only have had trajectories over Cumberland Island National Seashore,
Cumberland Harbor subdivision, and the City of Fernandina; and is less than 3,200 feet from the
boundary of Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base. To include any of these locations as viable options is
purposely misleading and false.
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FEIS Violates NEPA Environmental Safety Requirements
The FEIS fails its most essential NEPA environmental safety requirement: a launch failure explosion that
could cause serious and/or irreversible environmental damage to Cumberland Island was not evaluated at
all.

The FEIS states:
“The launch vehicle proposed for this action would be liquid-fueled, small launch vehicles.The
representative launch vehicle is considered to be similar in design and performance to a
RocketLab Electron launch vehicle. (1.) Information regarding failure rates for the representative
Electron is limited. For the purposes of analysis for this EIS, (2.) Camden County has assumed
that a launch failure will eventually occur. However, the County believes that the probability of a
failure occurring that would have the potential to adversely affect the environment or public health
and safety is a significantly lower percentage of the overall failure rate.”

The truth is that the RocketLab Electron rocket has launched 20 times, and had one first stage failure,
which is a 5% first stage failure rate. The Electron is more than twice as powerful as the notional rocket
specified in the FEIS.

The FEIS states:
“14 CFR Part 420 requires the launch site operator license applicant to demonstrate that the risk
to the public from any debris impacts occurring outside the OEZ, expressed in terms of expected
casualty, does not exceed 1 x 10- “

4.1.1.3 Launch Failures
“Types of launch failures and their likelihood of occurrence are discussed in Section 2.1.2.7,
Launch Failures. Launch failures have the potential to generate emissions not normally generated
during operations (from additional fuels, including satellite fuels). Additionally, the distribution of
emissions (at the altitude of the emission) would be different than from a successful launch. The
potential for adverse impacts associated with launch failures is discussed qualitatively since these
impacts are not planned as part of the operations and would be unlikely. Furthermore, insufficient
data exist to estimate impacts quantitatively, and substantial resources would be needed to do a
launch failure chemical dispersion study specific to Camden County.”

“Emergency and contingency planning and response measures would serve to minimize potential
adverse impacts, and emergency consultation with regulatory agencies (e.g., USFWS, Georgia
SHPO, USACE, etc.) would be required should a launch failure result in impacts to sensitive
resources.”

Spaceport Camden’s rocket has been downsized to “notional” and the risks reduced to “trivial”
and “unlikely” simply to make them fit; no licensed spaceport can operate with a single, highly
constrained trajectory. It is clear from the changes between Spaceport Camden’s Draft EIS and
Final EIS, and activities allowed at Boca Chica, that the FAA will consequently allow larger,
riskier, more intrusive activities — consequently eroding Cumberland Island’s protections.
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Mitigation is Not Protection
No matter how the Final EIS positions the risks of rocket launches, they are an inescapable and
unavoidable risk and intrusion. Mitigation measures must be Congressionally approved after a specified
administrative hearing process and does not allow introducing new, non-conforming uses of Wilderness
without full consideration of all possible consequences of allowing the non-conforming use.

The FEIS claims, “Spaceport Camden would prepare and implement a hazardous materials
emergency response plan to ensure that adequate and appropriate guidance, policies, and
protocols with hazardous material incidents and associated emergency response are available to
and followed by all personnel.” (6.1)

“Section 4F compliance does not require that mitigation measures must be developed unless the
proposed action would result in the use of a section 4F property…… Because FAA has made the
determination that the proposed action would not result in the use of a section 4f for a property,
no additional minimization or mitigation measures are required. To ensure no use of the
Cumberland Island National Seashore there would be no operational restrictions or requested
launch closure of the Cumberland Island national seashore.” (6.5)

Without a Programmatic Agreement in place and included within the FEIS, adequate mitigation measures
cannot be evaluated, as related to either human safety or environmental impacts. Most insulting of all,
there has been no analysis of the environmental impacts from the cumulative impacts of ongoing
launches from Spaceport Camden.

The environmental impact of these, and other issues, is not examined:

“After launch, the first stage of the rocket system will drop into the Atlantic Ocean. First stages
that are dropped…may spill residual quantities of rp1 [ a highly refined form of kerosene similar
to jet fuel ] and liquid oxygen. Larger quantities of rp1 may form a film on the surface of the water
that, under the right conditions, could inhibit oxygen from entering the water. Liquid oxygen could
have a localized impact on water temperature…” (4-133)

“Components and debris impacting water could sink intact or break up into smaller pieces before
sinking. Should any propellant tank survive a water impact relatively intact, the propellant would, if
not recovered, eventually leak out of the tanks and into the water.…” (2-34)

“Prohibitions during calving season for Northern right whales/“The suggestion will be considered
as a potential mitigation measure rather than a separate alternative in this EIS” (Table 2.3–1)

To suggest that effects to wildlife are “temporary” and therefore inconsequential demonstrates the lack of
understanding and short-sightedness of all agencies involved.

“...wildlife species within and around Cumberland Island Wilderness may be exposed to
increased levels of noise from daily operations, launches, and support activities including static
fire engine tests, dry rehearsals, and wet rehearsals. However, impacts would primarily consist of
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behavioral effects that are temporary and would not result in permanent changes to ecological
systems or biophysical processes within Cumberland Island National Wilderness.” (Page)

There must be annual species and land use studies to recognize potentially impactful effects from
Spaceport Camden - anything less would be negligent:

“There are no plans to conduct species surveys at this time because construction activities may
occur several years from the publication of the EIS……” (Table 2.3-1.)

Summary
Spaceport Camden unnecessarily complicates the management and operation of CUIS and its
Wilderness in ways never anticipated by Congress.

The considerable negative effects of Spaceport Camden on Cumberland Island Wilderness character and
the visitor experience are only small parts of this project; its perceived value by humans is only one small
piece of the evaluation necessary. Wilderness is protected for more than our own enjoyment; it is
protected for our survival.

To suggest that “...at a minimum, the untrammeled and undeveloped qualities of Cumberland Island
Wilderness are degraded. Since these qualities would not be impacted by proposed Spaceport Camden
activities, additional degradation would not occur.” (4-70) is outrageously false.

Any introduction of new - temporary or permanent - non-conforming use is a violation of the
Wilderness Act.

It’s obvious that the FAA has prioritized its mandate to promote space commerce above its
commitment to the environment and public safety, and that your agency does not consider the
environment even relevant to public safety.

Approving the overflight of people, protected marshlands and acres of federally-designated Wilderness by
small, experimental rockets belies the FAA’s claimed commitment to public safety and upholding
environmental laws.

Sincerely,

Jessica Howell-Edwards
Director
Wild Cumberland
www.wildcumberland.org
jessica@wildcumberland.org
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